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Prof. Klaus Fischer (64) with employees in the metalworking department. A punching
machine is used to form the raw material, referred to as wire-rod coils, into steel anchors
used in heavy-duty fixing systems for building bridges or mounting stadium seats.
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Prof. Klaus Fischer:

“It’s a matter of
all five senses”
He was one of Porsche Consulting’s earliest clients. On its twentieth anniversary,
the owner and Executive Board Chairman of the Black Forest-based Fischer Group
looks back at shared developments.
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company: Porsche Consulting GmbH.
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Classic product: Fischer made its
name with plastic dowels, and
is now a leader on the European
market for fastening technology.

As a result of these initial contacts, a friendly

What started as weekly project presentations

relationship has developed with one of these

that every employee could attend has now

Japanese companies, and our respective em-
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operative State University (DHBW) are taking
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Porsche Consulting and our trips to Japan have

People—not machinery or property—are our

enabled us to learn a lot. But it’s not enough
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ous improvement process must become the
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let’s row !” f
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employees know which processes need to be

Further information at: Porsche Leipzig GmbH, tel. +49 (0)341 999-13555, events@porsche-leipzig.com, www.porsche-leipzig.com

Take a glimpse behind the scenes –
then explore the rest of this fascinating location.
The new Macan is being built at Porsche Leipzig – and you can discover it first-hand.
Along with exclusive event and conference facilities, culinary highlights and a
programme of exhilarating activities. After all, Porsche Leipzig is far more than a
production facility. It’s a place where dreams come true.

Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 11.6–11.3 · extra urban 7.6–7.3 · combined 9.0–8.7; CO2 emissions 212–204 g/km

